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Stochastic Burgers' Equation in the Inviscid Limit 
HIROSHI NAKAZAWA 
Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan 
Burgers' equation with stochastic forces is observed in the inviscid limit. The 
stochastic solution is shown to exist globally in time and to form a pathwise 
continuous stochastic process in the space of functions with bounded variation (in 
the space variable) equipped with the topology of L l or L 2. The process reduces to a 
strong Markov process for Gaussian and white [orce with global existence of finite 
expectation values for energy and total variation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We discuss here basic aspects of a class of stochastically forced Burgers' 
equation in the inviscid limit. The problem is taken to be the simplest 
prototype of forced turbulence in the setting in which the celebrated k-5/3 
law for energy spectral density was derived by Kolmogorov [1, 2] (see also 
Batchelor [3]) for incompressible, NaPier-Stokes turbulence. 
1A. Problem 
Let there be given the Cauchy problem for Burgers' equation, 
au~(x; t, A, ~b)/~t + ' 2 ~3u./Ox = vUu. /3x  2 + a(x)A ' ( t ) ,  
A(o)=o,  te [0 ,  r],  r>0,  
u~(x + 2; t, A, qJ) = u,(x; t, A, ~k), o(x  + 2) = o (x ) ,  
o, A, ,t,) = 
f:(x)Ux:f/(x)dx:O, F--(-1,1], 
(1) 
xER,  
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
with viscosity coefficient v > 0. In the present work we take all of the 
functions (except for mollifiers) depending on x to be periodic in x with 
period 2 and fill (4). As a model for Kolmogorov's etting we have in mind 
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the case that o(x) is a Fourier mode with small wave number; (1) then 
describes the motion of the fluid into which energy is fed by exciting the 
large-scale mode o(x) of up(x; t, A, ~). Such a specific form of o(x), 
however, will not be assumed in the following. 
Roughly speaking, the concern of the present work with Eqs. (1)-(4) is in 
the following triple limits I-I I I: 
I r$0, 
IIl A(t) ~ C~[0, T] converges in C°[0, T] to an element in C°[0, T], 
III ~(x) E C2(F) converges in LI(F). 
Limits I and II arise [4] in some general circumstances for forced 
turbulence problems, both in Burgers and incompressible Navier-Stokes 
cases. Limit II aims at the case of Wiener process A(t), but the general 
framework of the following is valid for any stochastic process A(t) taking 
samples in C°[0, T]. The class L~(F) for the initial data is suggested by the 
classical works of Oleinik [5], Kruzhkov [6] and Crandall [7]. The topology 
of L~(F) will be seen later to provide the most suitable outer frame for 
description in Burgers' turbulence, though we shall have need for the 
topology of L2(F) and a more restrictive function class in some context of 
the energy estimate and stochastic problems. 
lB. Motivation 
The stochastic incompressible Navier-Stokes equation in a bounded 
spatial region G with arbitrary but nonvanishing viscosity coefficient was 
discussed by Bensoussan and Temam [8]. They showed global existence of a 
section of (possibly nonunique) weak solutions in the class HI(G) = W21(G) 
of spatial variables; this section satisfies universal measurability in probabil- 
ity measures to be assigned on the force and the initial data. Prospects for 
the existence of the temporally stationary state for this section are still 
lacking, and our knowledge remains local in time for the existence of 
expectation values for relevant quantities, pecifically energy. 
Reduction of the problem to Burgers' case in the inviscid limit was 
motivated by this circumstance partially, aside from the interest in Gaussian 
white noise forced motion of Burgers' fluid itself. The inviscid limit of 
Burgers' equation shares one common feature with incompressible Navier- 
Stokes cases: We have to deal with weak solutions, in Burgers' case, for 
au0(x; t, A, ~b)/Ot + lOu2/Ox --- o(x)A'(t), (5) 
and with statistical inferences on them. Equations such as (5) for weak 
IA(t) ~ C~[0, T] with an integer n is taken to imply A(t) E Cn[0, T] and A(0) = 0. The 
C"(K)-norm is denoted II "'" II~:. 
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solutions do not admit direct interpretation as stochastic differentials for 
Gaussian and white A'(t), and we are deprived of the powerful techniques 
of stochastic differential equations [9]. It seems inevitable to resort to 
estimates of various types, as Bensoussan and Temam showed before us for 
the first time, in discussing statistical behavior of relevant quantities associ- 
ated by weak solutions. The present work aims to drill into this line of 
analysis by the more restrictive but feasible Burgers' case. 
The way of introduction of Gaussian white noise A'(t) into the equation 
of motion by limit II, and observation of the limiting process v$0 of I, both 
have their necessity arising from physical requirements. The usual circum- 
stance in physics is that v is small but nonzero, and A'(t) is nearly but not 
exactly Gaussian and white. The present work shows that the element 
Uo(X; t, A, if) defined by limits I-I I I  exists, and forms a pathwise continu- 
ous, conservative stochastic process in L1(F) if we pose stochastic structures 
on A(t) E C°[0, T] and tp(x) E LI(F). This stochastic process reduces to a 
time homogeneous strong Markov process in LI(F) for Gaussian and white 
A'(t). The topology of LI(F) will be seen to provide the most natural frame 
of reference in describing these stochastic motions of u0(x; t, A, ¢). How- 
ever, there exist many invariant state spaces in which the motion of 
u0(x; t, A, Lp) is nested indefinitely in time; LI(F), La(F) and L~(F) are all 
invariant spaces, and the space BV(F) of functions with bounded variation 
in x @ F is still another. If we borrow the terminology from Markov 
processes [10], the entropy condition of Oleinik [5] picks out BV(F) as the 
invariant set nested in transient sets of L°°(F). The problem will be 
reformulated asstochastic motion in BV(F) equipped with the topology of 
Ll(F) or LZ(F). The analysis reveals a unified form of the problem, and 
shows that the process u0(x; t, A, Lp) forms in both topologies a pathwise 
continuous conservative process, or a strong Markov process for Gaussian 
and white A'(t). Restriction of the state space assures that the total energy 
o f  the field is time continuous, and yields finite expectation values for all 
time for Gaussian and white A'(t). 
Although we discuss exclusively with the case of (1) and (5), the following 
analysis extends with obvious modifications to
N 
1 U o/OX = X o,(x)A',O), ~Uo/Ot + -~ 
i= l  
where {A~(t)} may be Gaussian white noise that are mutually independent 
or dependent. Such generalization is necessary in spatially homogeneous 
formulations of forced turbulence. 
2. CONVERGENCE 
We use II -'" lip and Ib "'" L[o~ for LP(F) and L~(F) norms, respectively, 
for functions of x ~ F; f(x, t)~C m; "(R × [0, T]) is for short that f(x, t) 
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fills (2) and has (x, t)-continuous derivatives up to a"f/Ox m and O'f/Ot', 
while the existence of a mixed derivative O~+J[/Ox~Ot j is not assumed. A 
classical result on the existence of u,(x; t, A, tp) for I, > 0 is the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let o(x) E C~(R) hold. 2 The classical solution 
uv(x; t, A, +) of (1)-(4) exists uniquely in C 2; I(R × [0, T]) for v > O, 
A(t) ~ Co1[0, T] and ~b(x) ~ C2(R). 
This type of statement may be see~, .n Theorem 6 of [5]; a proof is shown 
in Appendix A in order to clarify the relation of the problem (1)-(4) with 
> 0 for Gaussian and white A'(t) to a work of Rozovskii [11]. 
2A. Estimates 
LE~£~ 1. Let A(t) and A*(t) be in C01[0, T], +(x) and ~/*(x) be in 
CZ(R) and 1, E (0, 1] be given. There hold v-independent estimates (A)-(F) 
below on u,(x; t, A (*), q,(*)) of (1)-(4) at any t ~ [0, T]. 
(A) I f  o( x ) ~ CI +~( R ) holds, then we have 3 
Ilu,(~; t,A, +)11= -< CONST(t, Iloll~+") × (11+11~ + IIAIl~0,,,) 
×exp[CONST(t, lloll~+~)llAIl~o,,]], (6) 
Ilu~(x; t, A, ~)llx ~ II~llt + CONST(t,lloll~+~)llAIl~0,,l. 
(B) I f  o(x) ~ C2+'~(R)  holds, we have 4 
II u~(x; t, A, @)11 v --< CONST(t,ll o rl ~+~) 
(7) 
×[ll+JJv + (ir JJ  + llAIr 0,,,) × IIAtJ 0,,,] 
× exp[CON ST(t,II o If II ?0. ,,]. 
(C) Let o(x) ~ C"(R) hold. There holds for Vt ~ [0, T], 
(8) 
[ [u , (x ; t ,A ,~) -u , (x ; t ,A ,  qJ*)llt-< I]~(x) -- ~P*(x)llt. (9) 
2f(x) ~ C'+"(K)  with an integer n --> 0 implies f ~ C ' (K )  and f ( ' )  is H61der continuous 
with an exponent a E (0, 1]. H/~lder exponent is always denoted a symbolically, and H61der 
norm is II "-- di ~-+~. 
3CONST(a, b, . . .  ) is a nonnegative constant hat remains finite for nonnegative, finite 
arguments a, b , . . . .  
4 li f II v denotes the total variation of f (x)  on (toms) F. f (x)  ~ B V(F) is taken here to imply 
li f IP v < oo with fulfillment of (2) and (4). 
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(D) If  o(x) ~ C2+'~(R) holds, we have 
Ilu~(x; t, h ,~)  - u~(x; t,h*,~)ll, 
_< CONST(t,IIolI2F+",IIAII~o,,],IIA*II~o,,],IIq~II~,IIq'IIv) 
× l lh  - a*ll~o,/]. (10) 
(E) If  o(x) E c2+a(R) holds, we have for Vs, t E [0, T], 
Ilu~(x; s, A, qJ) - u~(x; t, A, ~)111 
<_ CONST(T, iloli2r+",iiAii~o,r],liqJH~,[i*ilv) 
×[%(s - t )+o J (s - t ;A ) ] ,  (11) 
60(h) -~lhl 2/3 + (1 + u)Ih] 1/3, (12) 
~o(h; A) ~ sup [A(s) - A(t)  I. (13) 
s, t~[0, Z], Is-ti<-lhl 
(F) For o(x) E C2(R) we have 
o 2 1 f#: (x ;  ,, A, +) dx -< CONS (t,IIo II  )(ll ll, + II All,0,,,) E,( t) =---~ 
Xexp(tl lo ~ All[°o,,]). (14) 
Estimate (6) is classical (e.g., Friedman [12]), and estimates (7), (9), and 
(11) are known in their essence [5,6] but for the technical point that 
estimates in terms of A(t), not of A'(t), are needed with explicit forms of 
dependence on IIAII ° Ilq, ll~, and IILkllv. Since these estimates are [0, tl,- 
crucial for the following and require efforts to read out from [5, 6], and 
since we have to derive other estimates in any case, we present he whole 
derivation in Appendix B, mainly along the powerful methods of Kruzhkov 
[61. 
2 B. Extension 
Let ~ = (t, A,q~) E KT 1'2 ~ [0, T]  X CI[0, T]  X C2(R)  hold. Denote for 
short u~(x; t, A, q~) =-- u,(~), and regard it as a mapping from ~ E K r --= 
[0, T] × C0°[0, T] × LI(F) into LX(F), where K r is equipped with any of 
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the product norm, for example, 
[1~11--II(t,A,~)ll =max(Itl,llAIl~o, rl, ll~ll, ). (15) 
By Proposition 1 u~(~) is defined on K/'2 at V~ E (0, 1]. Oleinik (Theorem 8
of [5]) has shown the existence of 
Uo(~ ) = L~(F)_limu.(~) (16) 
~4,0 
on ~ E K~ ,2 for o(x) E Ct(R). Therefore, the mapping u~(~) is defined at 
any p E [0, 1] on ~ E K~'2. 
LEMMA 2. Let a(x) ~ C2+~(R) hoM. For any ~ E K r take an arbitrary 
sequence {~, E Kl'2; l im,_~ll~ -- ~,11 ---- 0}. The limit of {u,(~,)} for n 
~z at any v E [0, 1] exists in LI(F), uniquely irrespective of the choice of 
{~. E Kl'2}. 
Proof. Denote I~. =-- (t., An, ~b.). Since {A.} is relatively compact in 
C°[0, T], there exist a > 0 and a common modulus of continuity to*(h) 
fulfilling for to(h; A.) of (13), 
IIA, II~0. T] <a,  O <_ to( h; A.)  <_ to*( h ), limto*(h) =0 
h~0 
for any n and h. Since {ft,} is relatively compact in L~(F), the theorem of 
Fr6chet and Kolmogorov (see Yosida [13]) assures that there exist b > 0 and 
a common modulus of continuity/~(h) satisfying 
II,P, ll, ~ b, fF I@"(x+h) -~" (x ) ldx~(h) '  h-~olim/~(h) = 0, 
for any n and h. Let K(x)--_ 0 be twice continuously differentiable and 
satisfy r(x) = 0 for Ix l_  > 1 with 
fRx(x) dx = 1, x(x) <- 4, fR I x'(x) l dx <- 4. 
Define the mollifier 8p(x) --= r (x /p) /p with Vp ~ (0, 1]. Define further, 
~') (x )  =--fRSo(x-y)J/.(y)dy; I1 . o)11 _<4b/0, II .(o)llv_<ab/o, 
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By (9)-(11) we have with ~0) _-- (t , ,  A,, tp,~P)) and for v E (0, 1], 
Ilu~(~)- u~(~.)ll, ~ u~,(~m)-  Uu(~(m ~)) 1 -~ U~,(~(~n p)) -- Uv(~(n p)) 1 
+ U.(~."~) -- u . (~. ) ,  
2~(p)  +CONSW(Z,  llollXF +~, a,4b/p)  
× [lltP,, - q,, l lx+llZ m -A ,  II ° [0, T] 
+~,(tm--tn)+~*('m--tn) ]. (17) 
By continuity of norm (17) remains valid for 1, = 0. For any given ( > 0 we 
fix p so small that 2/~(p) < c /2  holds. There can then be found some N so 
large that the rightmost side of (17) is dominated by c for all m, n > N. 
Thus {u~(~,)} is convergent in Ll(F) as n --, oo at any 1, E [0, 1]. For any 
other sequence [~* E KI '2; lim._~oo II ~ - ~* I1 = 0} we construct (7/.; ~2n--1 
= ~., *12. = ~*}- The uniqueness follows by the convergence of {u.(7/.)}. 
[] 
We define u,(~) for any ~ E K T and ~ E [0, 1] by the limit assured to exist 
in Lemma 2. As the limit of (17) for m ~ ~ we have 
Ilu~(~) - u~(~.)ll, ~ 2/~(p) + CONST(T,  I1 o 112F+'~, a. 4b/p)0~o(11 ~ -- ~. II), 
(18) 
where the moduli of continuity/~(p) and ~0o(h ), and the constants a and b', 
are determined by the sequence {~ E K T, ~, ~ K~- '2, lim,_, ~ II ~ - in II = 0}, 
but do not depend on ~ E [0, 1]. 
LEMMA 3. Let o(x) E C2+n(R) hold. 
(A) At V~ ~ K T the family of mappings (u~(~):  K r ~ L l (F ) ;  
~ [0, 1] } is equicontinuous. 
(B) At V~ E K T u~(~)converges as p $0 to Uo(~ ) in LI(F) .  
(C) The limits 1-111 may be performed freely on the classical solution of 
(1)-(4). The result is independent of the order of taking limits. 
Proof. (A) Let ~ E K T and (~. E KT; ~. ~ ~} be given arbitrarily. By 
definition of u.(~.) and by (18) there exists ~. E K 1'2 fulfilling II ~. - ~/. II 
< 1/n and II u.(~.) - u.(%)[l l  < 1/n for all 1, ~ [0, 1]. The sequence (%} 
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is convergent to ~. We have 
[lu~(~)-u~(~°)ll,<_llu~(~)-u=(~,)lll + 1//n, Vv ~ [0,1]. 
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For any • > 0 there exists u-independent N by (18), and there holds 
1[ u~(~) - u~(~.)]l i < e for Vn > N. This is equicontinuity: If not, there exist 
c > 0 and sequences {v(n)} and {~. -~ ~} such that l[ u.(.)(~) - u,(.)(~.)[[~ 
> e holds for all n, which is a contradiction. B) Since Kr  1' ~ is dense in Kr, 
the assertion is obvious by (A) and Oleinik's conclusion on the convergence 
of (16). (C) Evident by (A) and (B). [] 
2C. Stochastic Solution 
Let ~(X)  denote the Borel field (the smallest o-field containing open 
sets) of a topological space X. Denote (C°[0, T], ~A,/~A) and (L ' (F ) ,  
(LI(F)) ,  ~)  for the probability spaces on A(t) and ~k(x), respectively, 
with ~A --~(COO[0, T]). We equip C°[0, T] with the relative topology in 
C°[0, T]. Probability measures gA and g~ are always taken to be inde- 
pendent. We construct the product measure g ~ #A × #+- Since all 
of the spaces entering are metrized, separable, and complete, gA, g~, 
and g are regular, tight, and perfect [14]. There holds 
• (C°[0, T] ×L l (F ) )=~(C°[0 ,  T]) ×~(L ' (F ) ) ;  see Theorem 1.10 
of [14]. We denote ~A(t) for the smallest Borel field on C°[O, T] that 
contains all open neighborhoods of the type {A*(s) E C°[O,T];IIA(s) 
-A*(s)ll~0,tl < c}. By definition {~A(t); 0 --< t --< T}forms an increasing 
family of sub o-fields of ~A with @A(0) = {q~, COO[O, T]}. Lemma 3 (A) 
states that the mapping u~(~): ~ ~ (t, A, ~p) ~ K T = [0, T] × Jr ~ LI(F) 
for any r E [0, 1] is continuous in the product norm of K r. Hence u,(}) is 
• [0, t] × ~A(t) × ~(L'(F))/@(Ll(F))-measurable. 
THEOREM 1. Let o(x) ~ C2+a(R) hold. Let there be given probabifity 
measures txA, ~ and ~ as noted above. 
(A) The solution u~(x; t, A, ~p) with Vv ~ [0, 1], constructed by the limits 
I - I I I  at Vt E [0, T] for respective sample of (A, ~) E Jr =- C0[0, T] × 
L I (F ) ,  forms a pathwise continuous, ~[0,  t] × ~A( t )  × 
( L1( r ) ) /~  ( L l( F ))-measurable stochastic process in LI(F). 
(B) The process u~(x; t, A, ~b) converges to Uo(X; t, A, qJ) in LI(F) at 
Vt C [0, T] as v $0 with It-probability 1. 
(C) IrA(t) is a Wiener process and ttA is its Wiener measure, the process 
u,(x; t, A, ~p ) is a conservative, pathwise continuous and time homogeneous 
strong Markov process in LI(F) for Vv @ [0, 1]. 
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Proof. (A) The statement is obvious by Lemma 3; measurability in 
(t, A, ~/) was commented. (B) Obvious by Lemma 3 (B). (C) Denote 
a)]L t ---- 63a(t) × 63(L1(F)). By Feller property of the Wiener process [15, 16] 
there holds 63a(t + 0) = 63A(t). Introduce for K E 63(Ll(F)), 
p~(t, qJ, K )  -- g[u~(x; t, A, ~) @ K I a)L0] ~ (XK[U~(X; t, A, qJ)]laSZo) 
= A,  
ep(t, KI%)  -- , ,A, , )  K I%] ,  
O<_s<_t, Vr E [0,1], 
where xK( f )  is the indicator of the set K, #(""  I 62qL~) and ( - - .  I ¢JIL~.) are 
conditional probability and expectation on g w.r.t. ~I~. Since the set 
S = ((t,  A, lk); u,(x; t, A, q~) ~ K} is in 63[0, t I × 63A(t) × 63(L'(F)), 
Fubini's theorem assures that the section of S at (t, ~k) E [0, T] × LI(F) 
belongs to 63A(t) and has a finite gA-measurep,(t, q , K)  which is %[0, t] × 
63 (L'(F))/631-measurable in (t, +). Here 631 is the one-dimensional Borel 
field on R. Obviously, p,(t, +, K) is o-additive in K; there holds 
p~[t, q~, L'(F) I  = 1, and we have p~(0, qJ, K)  = 0 for ~ ~ K ~ 63(LI(F)). 
We have further, 
u, (x ; t+. r ,A ,  q J )=u,(x;t ,  AT,q4), Vt>__O, Vr>-O, 
AT(t) =-- A(t + .r) - A(.~), +T(x) -- u . (x ;  ~, A,  ~), 
which hold for r > 0 and (A, qJ) ~ Coil0, T] × C2(R) by (1) and extend to 
1, = 0 and (A, ~) E Jr  by the limits I-II I. Since ~T(x) is ~ZT-measurable, 
and since AT(t ) is independent of e)L T with the same distribution law/z T as 
A(t) by time-homogeneous Markov property, there holds for VS ~ 63Z, and 
VK E63(LX(F)), 
+. ,  A, , ) ]  = fsa.fa.Tx, [up(x; t, A T , ~T )1 
= fpp(t, ~,  K) dg. 
This proves P~(t + r, ~, K I 63Z,) = pp(t, ~T, K), g-a.s. Thus pp(t, q~, K) is 
the transition probability, and up(x; t, A, ~) is a conservative, time-homoge- 
neous Markov process. Let now ~- = ~-(A, q~) be a Markov time. Since the 
Wiener process A(t) possesses strong Markov property, the above deduction 
of Pp(t + ~,~,, KI63ILT)=pp(t, ~,, K) remains valid (and completes the 
proof of strong Markov property of up) if only u~(x; .r, A, ~) -  d~ T is 
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~L~/~(Ll(F))-measurable. This holds by t-continuity of u,(x; t, A, ~). 
After Chapter 2 of [16] we take a decreasing sequence of simple functions 
(~n(A, ~b); %+l(A, ~k) -< z,(A, ~p), l im,~%(A,  q,) = ~-(A, qQ/~-a.s.}. There 
holds 
{(A,~k); ,(A,~p) ~_ t} = l iminf{%(A, ~p) < t + l /n ) ,  
excepting those (A, ~) with total F-measure 0. Define for K ~ ~(LI(F)) ,  
X(K)  =-- ((A, +); u,[x; "r(A, ~), A,~p] ~ K}. 
By t-continuity of up we have for an open set O E ~(LI (F)) ,  
X(O)=hminf ( (A ,~) ;u~[x ;%(A,~) ,A ,~p]  GO},  F-a.s. 
n- -~ OC 
These yield 
X(O) n {~_< t} = liminf {u~(x; "r n, A, ~ ) ~ O} (% <- t + 1/n}. 
H---~ 00  
Since {u~(x; "rH, A, q~) E O} n (% < t + 1/n} ~ ¢JlLt+l/. holds, we obtain 
X(O) n (~ <_ t} E 91Lt+ o= 9TL r The family C --= (K E ~(Lt(F) ) ;  X(K) n 
(~ _< t} ~ ¢YLt} contains open sets in 6~(LI(F)) by  the above, and it is 
closed when we take complements and sequentially infinite unions. Thus 
C= ~(L I (F ) )  holds, and we have up(x; "r, A,q,) is °3L~/6~(LI(F)) - 
measurable for any Markov time "r. [] 
3. OTHER STATE SPACES AND OTHER TOPOLOGY 
The extension discussed in Section 2B is to the effect that LI(F) is an 
invariant state space of u~(x; t, A, ~p) for any p E [0, 1]. The space L2(F) is 
also invariant. This is seen by the energy estimate (14) and its extension to 
be given shortly. There is another invariant space L~(F), which may be 
proved with (6). However, the most significant invariant space is BV(F) 
(Grimm and Lax [17]). Define w(x, t) = Uo(X; t, A, qJ) - o(x)A(t). There 
holds for any ~k(x) E L~(F) the celebrated entropy condition of Oleinik 
[5], 
w(x , t ) -w(y , t )<- (E / t ) (x -y ) ,  x>y,  t>O,  
E = CONST(T, IIo II 2, IlZll ° [0,r], IILklI~), (19) 
where w(x, t) is modified, if necessary, on a set of x with measure 0. s By 
5Since we use (19) only in the conceptual point noted below, we delete the proof. The proof 
is not trivial but possible. A heuristic exposition is seen in Section 1 of [9]. 
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(19) w(x, t ) -  Ex/t  is monotone, and we have IIw(x, t ) l lv< 4El l  by 
periodicity of w(x, t) in x. This implies that any initial data in L~(F) are 
regularized into u0(x; t, A, ~k) E BV(F) at any t > 0. 
As regards the topology, the Ll(F)-estimates in Lemma 1 (specifically 
(9)) suggest strongly that Ll(F) will provide the most adequate one. 
However, the energy is a significant quantity that has its coziest place in 
L2(F). Many other notions such as spectral decomposition also call for an 
L2-type topology. In view of these facts we discuss in this and the next 
sections the stochastic problem on BV(F) with the topologies of LP(F), 
mainly p = 1 or 2. 
LEM~_a 4. Let (f,(x) E L2(F); [Ifn[12 < L < ~} be convergent tof(x) 
in L I( F ). There holds f( x ) ~ L2(F), and { f~( x ) } converges weakly in L2(F) 
to f( x ) with 
II f II 2 -< lira inf II fn II 2 '  (20) 
Proof For any g(x) E L~(F) we have (g, f , )=  fFg(x)f,(x)dx con- 
vergent o (g, f )  as n --, ~ .  Since L~(F) is dense in L2(F) and II f, 1[ 2 is 
uniformly bounded, {f,} converges in L2(F) weakly to f(x). This proves 
f ix)  C LZ(F) and (20). [] 
LEMMA 5. Let f(x) E CBV(F) imply that f(x) E BV(F) and f ix) 
= ½[fix - O) + f ix  + 0)] hold, and that f ix) fills (2) and (4). Suppose 
{/n(x) E CBV(F); IIf~llv < L < ~} converges in Ll(F) to f*(x). There 
exists then f ix) E CB V( F) that is equivalent to f*( x ), and there holds 
I lf l lv < lim infl[ fnlb v. (21) 
Proof. Requirements (2) and (4) imply [If. ll~ ~½11f. llw <L/2 .  De- 
compose f,(x) into increasing and decreasing parts as f~(x)= f~+)(x)-  
f,(-)(x) so as for the following to hold. 
IIf. llv = (f~+) -I-f~ -)~l~=a / I x=- - I  ' 
o) + + o)]. 
By Helly's theorem there exists a subsequence {fk} such that both of (f~+)} 
and {f~-)} converge verywhere on F to limits f~+)(x) and f~-)(x). Since 
f~(x) =- f~+)(x) -[(_-)(x) is L~(F)-equivalent to f*(x) with 
(-) x=l = lim IlfkllV, ]lfooliv--< lim [f~+)(x) +f~ (x)][ _ ] k~ 
k~oc  
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there must exist f (x) E CBV(F) that is L°~(F)-equivalent tof* and fo~ with 
II f I1 v -< II f= II v. We have (21) by reduction to absurdity. [] 
LEMMA 6. Let o(x) E C2+"(R), A(t) E C°[0, T] and v E [0, 1] be given. 
(A) I f  +(x) E CBV(F ) holds, u,(x; t, A, ~) may be chosen in CBV(F) at 
respective t E [0, T]. There holds on this u~ in CBV(F), 
II u~(x; t, A, ¢)11 v ~ CONST(t,II o II 2+~) 
× + (ll, ll. + iiAIl o , , )× I1, 11 ° ,,] 
× exp[CONST(,,[I o II ~+'~)ll AII ~o, ,1]- (22) 
(B) I f  ~/(x) ~ L2(F) is the case, there holds 
E~(t) ~½ [[[u~(x; t, A, ~,)ll2] 2 --< CONST(t, IIo112) ([l¢ II 2 + [IA 11 ~o, 0) 2 
×exp(tllolllllAllt°o, tl). (23) 
Proof. We take approximating sequences {A, ( t )E  C~[O, t]; lim,.ooll 
A -A ,  II~o,] = 0, IIA, II~0.,]-< Ilall ° , [0,t]} and (~b,(x)E CZ(R); l im,~l ]+ 
- qJ, l l l= 0, IIq~,llv -< IIqJIIv or IILk, ll2 < II~kl12). Such sequences are ob- 
tained, for example, by mollifying A(t) and ~p(x) suitably; the case 11 ,k. II v -< 
IIq~llv is seen in the proof of Lemma 7. Observing the sequence 
(u~(x; t, A,, ~p,)) with Lemmas I(B), 3(A), 3(B), and 5, we obtain (22). 
Lemmas I(F), 3(A), 3(B), and 4 yield (23). [] 
In the passing we note that Lemma 6(B), Theorem ! and Lemma 4 may 
be combined to form an L2(F)-version of Theorem 1. Without the restric- 
tion ~p(x) ~ CBV(F), however, t-continuity and convergence for p $0 of 
u~(x; t, A, qJ) E L2(F) must be restricted to the sense of weak topology of 
L2(F). The resulting statements are loose, so that their description is 
omitted. 
LEMMA 7. Let CBV p (p >_ 1) denote the linear subspace CBV(F) in 
LP(F) under the restrictions (2) and (4), with all of L~(F)-equivalents of
f( x ) E CBV( F) identified with (and represented by) f( x ). 
(A) There holds CBV p ~ 6~(LP(F)), p >_ 1. 
(B) There holds ~(CBV l) = ~(CBV p) =-- ~csv, P > 1. 
(C) The functional IIf II v: CBVP --' R is ~csv /~l-rneasurable. 
Proof (A) Define %(f):  f (x)  E LP(F) ~ II Jpf(x)ll v, 
4Z(x) -£ao(y)f(x -y) dy, (24) 
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where 8p(x) E CI(R) is a positive symmetric mollifier. If f(x) E CBV(F) 
holds, Jof(x) converges everywhere (and boundedly, hence in any of LP(F) 
sense) to f (x)  as O $0. In this case we have I[ Jp.f II v -< II f II v by observing 
finite divisions of F and taking supremum over divisions. Therefore, Lemma 
5 assures lim0~ 0 II Jpf II v = II f II v. If f*(x) E LP(F) is L~(F)-equivalent 
to f(x) E CBV(F), there hold vo(f* ) = vp(f) and limp+0%(f* ) = II f II v. 
Finally, if f (x)  ~ CBV p holds, limp~ovo(f) = + oo must hold. This is seen 
by reduction to absurdity using Helly's theorem . The linear functional 
vo(f) is bounded: [ %( f )  ] -< II f I I p SR [ 6~(x) [dx for O ~ (0, 1]. Therefore, 
%( f )  is ~(LP(F))/~l-measurable, so that vo(f)-- l imn~ooVl/,(f) is 
measurable likewise. By CBV e = U,~_tS,, S, =-- ( f (x)  E LP(F); vo(f) < 
it} ~ ~(LP(F)) we have the assertion. (B) The identity mapping Ip: CBV p 
-0 CBV t (p > 1) is continuous o that ~(CBVP)/~(CBVl)-measurable. 
Therefore, (A) and Kuratowski's theorem [14, Corollary 3.3, Sect. 3, Chap. 
1] assure that Ipl:  CBVI~ CBV p is ~(CBVt)/~(CBVe)-measurable. 
These prove the assertion. 6 (C) As seen by the proof of (A) the functional 
[[fllv is the restriction of vo(f) to f E CBV(F). This implies 
~(CBVP)/~l-measurability of IIf II v. [] 
The function f(x) E CBV(F) has the smallest II f II v among all of its 
L~(F)-equivalents. Lemma 7(C) states that this smallest value is the well- 
defined random variable associated with the field u~(x; t, A, ~). 
4. STOCHASTIC SOLUTION IN CBV(F) 
Lemma 7(A) shows that @( CBV p) = ~( L P( F )) f') CBV( F) = ~csv is a 
sub o-field of ~(LV(F)). Therefore, any probability measure/% on (CBV p, 
~cBv) is regular and tight (Theorem 3.2, Section 3, Chapter 2 
of [14]). Lemma 7(B) reveals that the probability space (CBV p, 
~(CBVP), I%) is independent of the choice of p -> 1 for the topology. The 
space is always CBV(F) and the "events" are the same ~csv. The Borel 
field ~(CBV p) does not become finer or coarser when we alter the 
topology. This fact may be used as follows. 
Lemmas 3(A) and 6(A) dictate that u,(~) : [0, T] X C°[0, T] × CBV ~ -o 
CBV 1 is continuous. Therefore, u,(x; t, A, ~b) is 6~[0, t] X °~A(t ) X 
ffb(CBVI)/~(CBVt)-measurable, which automatically assures ~[0, t] X 
6~A(t ) X ~(CBVP)/ffb(CBVP)-measurabihty of u, for any p > 1. In the 
6Denote Lip(F) for LP(F) embedded in LJ(F), 1 <p.  Since LP(F) is separable and 
complete, ~(  LP(F)) = ~( Lip(F)) is readily seen by Kuratowski's theorem. Therefore, we have 
another proof of (B), ~(CBV t) = ~( L~( F)) f') CBV( F) = ~(CBVP). 
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proof of Theorem 1 a point was 9g~/~(Ll(F))-measurability of u~ for a 
Markov time z(A, ~k), and the clue was t-continuity of u~(x; t, A, ~) in 
Lt(F)-topology. Even if ff~ is given on (CBVP, ~(CBVP)) and if the 
Markov time ~(A, ~) is adapted to 631L t = ~A(t)X ~(CBVP), we may 
replace p with 1 and concentrate on the proof that 
( (A,  ~); up(x; t, A, ~) E K} (q ((A,  ~); z(A, ~b) _< t} E ~JIL t
: cA( t )  x 
holds for all K E ~(CBVI). The way of proof in Theorem 1 is available 
here without alteration. Therefore, the strong Markov character of u, for 
Gaussian and white A'(t) holds in any choice of the topology p --> 1, though 
u~(x; t, A, ~) may not be t-continuous in the strong topology of CBV p. 
TrlEOm~M 2. Let o(x) E C2+~(R) hoM. Let there be given mutually 
independent probability measures ( C ° [0, T ], °~A,/z a ) and ( CB V p, ~cs v, "¢) 
on A(t) and ~/(x), respectively, with either p = 1 or 2. Let v E [0, II be 
assigned, and define u~(x; t, A, ~b) ~ CBV(F) by the limits 1-111. Denote for 
short ~ ~ 6~[0, T] X 6~ A X ~cBv- 
(A) The function u,(x; t, A, ~k) forms a ~/~csv-measurable, pathwise 
strongly t-continuous and conservative process in CB V p. The energy E~( t) of 
(23) is a ~/~ l-measurable pathwise t-continuous process. As v > 0 tends to O, 
u~( x; t, A, ~ ) andEs(t) converge samplewise to, respectively, u0(x; t, A, tp ) in 
the strong topology of CBV p and Eo(t ). 
(B) Suppose that tzA is in addition a Wiener measure. The process 
u~(x; t, A, ~p) forms a diffusion process in CBV p. I f  (ll~ l[ z) < ~ holds with 
the expectation ( . . . ) ,  (E~(t)) remains finite and continuous in t for all 
t < oo with lim,~o(g~(t))= (Eo(t)). 
Proof. Measurability of up and its strong Markov character were com- 
mented on. Since E~(t) --½(ll u~ II 2) 2 is a measurable mapping from u, E 
CBV z to R, ~/~l-measurabi l i ty of E,(t) is manifest. Strong CBV 1- 
continuity in t and strong CBV~-convergence for i, $0 of u~(x; t, A, tp) for 
respective samples of (A, ~) E C°[0, T] X CBV(F) are known in Theorem 
1. We have (22) in Lemma 6 with II u~ [I ~ -< 1 II u~ II v, and also Lemma 3(A) 
and (B). These prove t-continuity and convergence for i, ~0 of E~(t) for 
respective (A, ~k). Since u,( x; t, A, ~ ) has weak CBV2-continuity in t and 
weak CBV2-convergence for v ~0 by Lemmas 3(A), 3(B), 4, and (23), we 
now have strong CBVZ-continuity and convergence for respective (A, if). 
These prove assertions in (A). The formula for a standard Wiener process 
A(t) (It6 and McKean [18, Chap. 1 Sect. 7, Problem 1]), 
Pr°b{llA(s)[ °[0,'1 @[a ,a  + da)} <_[2/(~rt)]l/2exp[-aE/(2t)]da, 
(25) 
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assures <E,( t ) )< ~ by (23). This fact enables us to apply dominated 
convergence theorem on/~ =/~A × #¢-integrals of {E,(,)(t,); p(n)$0 and/or 
t, ~ t}, and we obtain t-continuity and convergence for v $0 of (E,(t)). [] 
It has long been known in physical research of turbulence [3] that the 
field derivatives yield significant characteristics of the turbulent fluids. The 
quantity of the type f(auJOx)2dx, which has sometimes been called en- 
strophy also in Burgers' case in the analogy to the original enstrophy f f f(rot 
u)2d3x of three-dimensional Navier-Stokes case, diverges in the limit u $0. 
This fact is seen by that vf(auJax)2dx remains finite in the limit v J,0 as the 
time rate of dissipation of E~(t). The total variation f ] OuJaxl  dx for p > 0 
remains finite for all the time by the estimate (22); this quantity therefore 
provides a hopeful alternative for the enstrophy in Burgers' case. It has been 
shown in [9] that V0(t ) -- I[ u0(x; t, A, ~)11 v forms a continuous process if 
o(x) and +(x) are as regular as Fourier modes. In the special case of 
Gaussian and white A'(t)Vo(t ) obeys a stochastic differential equation with 
a clearly specifiable rate for average dissipation. In the general setting 
discussed here such a strong inference is untenable. The following is the 
assertion toward this direction. 
COROLLARY. Let O( X ) C C2 +a( R ) hoM, and the probability measures I~ A 
and t~, be given as in Theorem 2. Define the mollified field Jpu~(x; t, A, ~g) 
with a positive symmetric mollifier i~p( x) C CI(R). Introduce with (24), 
V~(°)( t ) =--HJou~(x; t, A, ~)llv, 
V~(t) --Ilu~(x; t, A, ~)llv. 
Both of V~(°)( t ) and V,( t ) for P E (0, 1] and 1, G [0, 1]form eA /~l-measurable 
processes for p = 1 and 2; V,(°)(t) is t-continuous with tL-probability 1, while 
t-continuity of V~( t) is unknown for v = +0. There hold with #-probability 1, 
limV~(O)(t) = V~(t), v ~ [0,1], 
p+o 
lira V~(O)(t) = Vo(")(t), O ~(0,  II, 
u,~O 
l iminf V~(t) --> Vo(t). (26) 
~,,[0 
I f  I~,~ is a Wiener measure, and if <ll q, II v> < ~ holds, then (V~(t)> is finite at 
all t < ~ ; in this case we have 
lim(V~O')(t)> : (V~(t)>, I, E [0, 1], 
p,~o 
l im(V(O)(t))= (Vo(O)(t)), p E(O, 1]. 
r,$O 
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Proof of the above is done by simple use of Lemmas 3(A), 3(B), 5, 6(A), 
and 7(C), the proof of Lemma 7(A) and (25). Since the procedure is 
obvious, we omit the details. 
It is not known whether (26) may be strengthened to equality or not. It 
may well be that we need to restrict CBV(F) further to a narrower function 
class in order to attain an equality in (26). Or, we may think that the total 
variation of the bare field u0(x; t, A, tp) is not observable in physical reality 
by instrumental smoothing, so that the Corollary may suffice in the present 
form. 
A conspicuous feature of the stochastic problem (1)-(4) is the separation 
of the state space and the topology. We note an expectation that this will 
not be peculiar to the simple problem of inviscid Burger's equation. It has 
been discussed that u,(x; t, A, qJ) forms a well-defined Markov process for 
Gaussian and white A'(t). There exist not a few indications (finite existence 
of (E,(t)) and (V~(t)) for all t; see also [91) that the temporally stationary 
state of u,(x; t, A, tp) will exist. Though a precise proof is still void, it will 
be safe to assume that the temporally stationary state will exist. We assume 
this, and assume further that the ergodic decomposition [10, 13] makes 
sense. Then a typical sample of u~(x; t, A, ~k) must perform an ergodic 
motion. Such a motion will be possible only when the ergodic set is 
sufficiently small, with some type or other of compactness. Therefore, if we 
expect such a structure in the temporally stationary state of any forced 
problems, the adequate state space for the motion will generally be very 
small. How far such a simple-minded and optimistic onjecture will make 
sense, is a problem for the future. 
APPENDIX A 
We summarize two basic estimates on parabolic equations for the use in 
Appendix B, and prove Proposition 1 along the way. 
PROPOSITION A1. Let b(x, t), c(x, t) and f(x,  t) be in C~;°(R × [0, T]) 
and ~o( x ) @ C2( R ) hold, all periodic in x with period 2. The Cauchy problem 
~,(x, t) ---- v~ + b~ + c~ +f ,  ~(x,O) = ~o(X), v > O, 
(A.1) 
has a unique solution in C 2; 1(R )< [0, T]) that is periodic in x, and there holds 
[£(x,t) l<_r(t)e~',  ~----IIc(x, t)l[~'~[0,/1,°° F - - ( - -1 ,1 ]  
r(t)  =--II£o(x)llT + t i l l (x ,  o.o s)ll k'×[0, ,l" (A.2) 
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Proof Existence and uniqueness of ~(x, t) is classical (Friedman [12, 
Chap. 1, Theorems 12 and 16]). The uniqueness and the periodicity of 
coefficients assure the periodicity of ~(x, t) in x. Denote T(x, t) = T(t) 
[r(t) + c(1 + t)]e vt with W > 0. There hold for A(x, t) = T(t) ± ~(x, t), 
A(x,0) > 0, A t > vA~ + bA h + cA, 
and A(x, t) is uniformly bounded on R X [0, T]. Therefore, Theorem 9 in 
Chapter 2 of [12] assures A(x, t) =-- T(t) +-- ~(x, t) --> 0 on R X [0, T]. Let- 
ting c $0, we obtain (A.2). [] 
PROPOSITION A2. Let ~(x, t) and T(X, t) be in C 2; I(R × [0, T]) with 
periodicity in x of period 2. Let f(x, t, p, q) be continuous in (x, t, p, q) E 
R X [0, T] X R X R. Suppose there hold for u > O, 
~t : f (x ,  t, ~, ~x) + V~x, fF~(X, t) dx : 0, (A.3) 
71t>f(x,t ,T,  Tx)+VT~, ~, T(x , t )>0 T (x ,0 )>~(X,0) .  
(A.4) 
Then ~(x, t) > ~(x, t) holds throughout (x, t) ~ R X [0, T]. 
Proof By the second equation in (A.3) ~(x, t) has zeros at qt E [0, T]. 
Let x = X(t) and x = X(t) + 2 be two such zeros with locally t-continuous 
X(t). Then (A.3) may be looked upon to be a problem in X(t)<-x <_ 
X(t) + 2 with fixed boundary condition ~[X(t), t] = ~[X(t) + 2, t] = 0. 
Thus the statement is a special case of Theorem 16 in Chapter 2 of 
Friedman [12]. [] 
Proof of Proposition i. Assume that there exists a solution v( x, t)=-- 
u,(x; t, A, +) E C 2; ](R X [0, T]). Define the Hopf-Cole transformation of 
v(x, t) by 
dx'], 
1 x 
T(x, t) ~ k(t)exp -~L  v(x', t) 
k( t ) ~ exp[-  2 fo'v~(O, t') dt' ] . 
There holds 
7, = ,Tx  - y (x) --  o (x ' )  dx' C '+°(R) ,  
T(x,O) =- -To(X)=exp[ - -~u£+(x ' )dx ' ]~C3(R) ,  To(X) >0.  
(A.5) 
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By Proposition A1 the solution ~(x, t) of (A.5) exists uniquely, and the 
regularity of coefficients and T0(x) assures ~x(x, t) E C 2; l(R X [0, T]), so 
that the inverse Hopf-Cole transformation v(x, t) -- -2v~x(x,  t) /~(x,  t) 
yields the classical solution in c2;l(R X [0, T]) of (1) if only ~(x, t) > 0 
persists. Define ~*(x, t) =-- ~(x, t)e vt with y ~ [(1 + c)/(2v)]llY, ll°F X 
II A l[ it0 ' T], with Vc > 0. We have ~* > w/,~.* Comparing this with ~(x, t) -- 0 
in Proposition A2, we have ~/*(x, t) > 0. [] 
Stochastic partial differential equations corresponding to the type of (A.5) 
were discussed by Rozovskii [1 1]. The difficulty in using the solution *l(x, t) 
of (A.5) to construct he solution uv(x; t, A, +) and to analyze the limit v J,0 
is in the following. We have to construct he fundamental solution of (A.5) 
as an infinite series by iterating Y(x)A'(t) with the Gaussian kernel (see 
(B.2) in Appendix B), and then discuss the behavior of u~ = -2v~x/~ for 
v -- 0. Both procedures are difficult and unpractical. 
APPENDIX B 
Introduce 
Fv(x,t  ) ---- Fv(x, t; A) :-- f f dx'dt'P~(x - x ' , t  - t ' )o(x')A'(t ' ) ,  
"R  x[o, t] 
(B.1) 
P~( x, t) :-- (4~rvt ) -  l/2exp[-- x2 /(  4vt ) ] . (B.2) 
LEMMA B1. Let v > O, A(t) ~ C01[0, T] and o(x) E C'+~(R) hold with 
nonnegatwe integer n. F~(x, t; A) has derivatives F(P)(x, t) -- 8PF~(x, t; 
A ) /Sx  p ~ C 2; I(R X [0, T]) for 0 <-p <- n, and there hold 
I[ Fv(x, t; A) -- ° (x)A(t ) l l  ";°Rx[o, d < v~/ZCONSY(t,ll°ll"F+",lJAll~o,t]) 
(B.3) 
II F,(x,  t; A)II "'°Rx[o, ,] < CONST(t,IIolI"F+~)IIAII~o, t], (B.4) 
where II .;0 • "" IJ Rx[0, t] is the uniform norm on C";°(R X [0, t]). 
Proof By OFv/~t = pOZFv/~x2 + o(x)A'(t) and F~(x, 0) = 0 we obtain 
that F (v) E C z; ~(R X [0, T]) holds together with 
Ft(V, : vF~) + o(P)(x)A'(t),  
r~")(x,t) = f f dx 'd t 'P , (x -  x ' , t -  t')o(V)(x')A'(t'). 
RX[O, t] 
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Partial integration yields 
F(')(x,t) = o(P)(~),'t(t) + ,,fo'dt' fRdx'O2P~(x -- x', t -- r ) /Ox  z 
× [ - A (c ) .  (B.5) 
There holds I o(P)(x ') - o(P)(x) I< Hp Ix' - x I ~0'), where Hp and fl(p) are 
HOlder coefficient and exponent, respectively, of a(l')(x). This gives 
t F")(x, '1 - .(.)(x).4(,)I<_ .,.A,l?o.,,..fo'd,'flax 
xl[O%(x, r)/oxZ]xa(~') l
_< 3(2~re ) -1/2(vt)B(P)/2Hp II A II [0,° ,], 
Vv E (0, 1], (B.6) 
where use was made of the estimate 
[[02pv(x,t)/ax2]xBl~fl~[--~2pv(x,t)/ax2], O<_x<_.fc=--(2vt) 1/2,
< 2a-lxO2p~(x, t) /Ox 2, x > 2. 
Summing (B.6) with p, we obtain (B.3). From (B.6) we also have 
liP(P)" °;° < CONST(t)  N (1]o(')]1° + Hp) X [IAll~0 tl, J t  n RX[0,  t] - -  
which yields (B.4) upon summation with p. [] 
Define with F~(x; t, A) of (B.1), 
%(x; t, A, d/) -- u~(x; t, A, q~) - F~(x, t; A). (B.7) 
There hold 
Ow,/Ot + 101%(x; t, A, qJ) + F,(x, t; A)]2/Ox = vOZ%/Ox 2, (B.8) 
%(x; 0, A, ~k) = +(x).  (B.9) 
Proof of Lemma I(A). By o (x )E  CI+"(R) and (B.4) we have 
II 10 f~ll~×t0,tl < CONST(T, Lloll~F+~)llAll~o, tl - Y. Define ~/(x, s) = (3' + 
[l@ll~)e 2~" > 0. With ~(x, s) -- ±%(x;  t, A, d/) there hold ~, > 
+f(x,  s, +-7, ±7Ix) + v~lx~, ~ = ±f(x,  s, ±~, +--~) + v(~,  where s -< t 
and 
f (x ,  s, p, q) ---- - [p + F~(x, s; A)] [q + OF,(x, s; A)/Ox].  
Since fv((x, s )dx = 0 holds by (1) and (4) and 7/(x,0)> ±~(x,0) is 
manifest, Proposition A2 and (B.4) prove (6). The estimate (7) is used only 
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to obtain energy estimate (14); the proof will be given in the proof of 
Lemma I(F). [] 
Proof of Lemma I(B). Take f (x,  t) E C 2; I(R × [0, T]) that is periodic 
in x. Replace t in (B.8) with s, multiply it by fx(x, s) and integrate on 
F × [0, t]. We obtain for z(x, s) :-- 3w~(x; t, A, ~)/Ox, 
fflx,,)S(x,,)dx-- fy(x)i(x,O)ax + f fr×Eo,,dxa:4x,~) 
X [f~(x, s) + L(x ,s ) f (x , s ) ]  
--ffr dxds f (x ,s ) I (x , s ) ,  
×[o, el 
L(x, s) - ~ /~ + b(x, s)~/~x + c(x, s), 
b :-- w, + F,, c -- --OF,/Ox, 
i - (w ,  + e,)o2e,/ox 2 + (or, /ax)  2. 
(B.IO) 
The Cauchy problem gs( x, s) = L( x, t - s )g( x, s) for the initial condition 
g(x,O) = fRdx'Sp(x -- x')sign[z(x', t)], p e (0,1], 
with a positive and continuously differentiable mollifier 8p(x) = x (x /p ) /p  
I 2 1 > O, fRK(X) dx = f_ lr(X) dx = 1, has a unique solution in C ; (R × [0, T]) 
that is periodic in x by Proposition A1, and we have I g(x, s) I_< e vs with 
3' IIc(x, s) 0-o CONST(t, [0, d = II ~,×t0,,]- Iloll~÷~)llAII ° 
by (B.4). Define f(x,  s) =-- g(x, t - s). We obtain from (B.10) 
f z (  x, t ) dx fRdx'8o( x - x')sign[ z( x', t ) ] 
bl ;axt0, ,1 • 
Since JR dx '6p(x -  x')sign[z(x', t)] tends almost everywhere in x to 
sign[z(x, t)] as O J,0 by density theorem, the limit O $0 of the above yields 
(8) with the aid of (B.4). [] 
Note. If we assume HOlder continuity of A(t), or more generally if A(t) 
has a modulus of continuity to(h) with f~dhto(h)/h < ~,  then the regular- 
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ity requirement on a(x) may be loosened to e(x) E C2(R).  As we see from 
the above proof, H61der continuity of o"(x) is needed only in assessing 
II 02F,//0x 2II o; o. We may introduce an alternative expression 
02F~(x, t)/Ox 2 = ~P. (x  - x', t )o"(x')  dx'a(t )  
x , , , -  
× o" (~ ' ) [a ( , ) -  A(,')]. 
By the estimate below (B.6) on I o2ev//Ox2 I we have 
I OZF,(x, t ) /ax  2 I _< 11oll2[llAIIt°0,,l + (2//qr) 1/2 
× fo'dr IA(t) -- A(t')I/(t- t')], 
and this gives a v-independent estimate of II F, II 2; 0. In view of the fact that a 
Wiener process has HOlder exponent < 1//2 with probability 1, this way of 
analysis is interesting. However, since we have in mind the case that o(x) is 
as regular as a Fourier mode, and since a regularity assumption on nonran- 
dom o(x) is somewhat simpler, we do not go further into this direction. 
Proof of Lemma I(C). Define A(x, s) = u,(x; s, A, ~ ) -- u~(x; s, A, ~*) 
= w,(x; s, A, ~) - w~(x; s, A, ~*). Multiplying the equation for A,(x, s) 
with f(x, s) E C 2; 1(R × [0, t]) that is periodic in x, and integrating on 
(x, s) over F X [0, t], we obtain 
X [f~(x, s) + L(x ,s ) f (x , s ) ] ,  (B.11) 
L(x, ,) - vOV0x 2 + ½[w,(x; s, A, ~) + w~(x; s, a, ~*) 
+2F~(x, s; A)]O/ax. 
The Cauchy problem g~(x, s) = L(x, t -- s)g(x, s) with g(x,O) = 
fit dx'6o(x') × sign[A(x - x', t)] for p > 0 is then observed and Proposition 
A1 is used to obtain [g(x, s)[_< 1. Putting f (x,  t )=  g(x, t -  s) in (B.11) 
and taking p $ O, we have the assertion. [] 
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Proof of Lemma 1(1)). Since the procedure is obvious by now, we only 
sketch the outline. Define A(x, s) =-- wp(x; s, A, ~) - w,(x; s, A*, ~). For 
f(x, s) E CZ:'l(R × [0, t]) with periodicity in x, we have 
fd(x..)/(x..)dx= f f.~ dx,.:.(x.,) x[o, t] 
x[/,(x,~) + L(x,~)/(x,~)] 
- ffF×[O,t]dx dsI(x, s ) f (x ,  s), (B.12) 
L(x, ~) =- .OVOx 2 + S(x, s)O/0x, 
S(x, s) =½[w,(x; s, A, ~b) + w,(x; s, A*, qJ) + F,(x; s, A + A*)], 
I (x, s) -- 0[S(x,  s)V,(x, s, A - A*)]/~x. 
The Cauchy problem g~(x, s) = L(x, t - s)g(x, s) with g(x, O) = 
fR dx'8~(x') × sign[A(x - x', t)] is then observed to conclude ]g(x, s)[_< 1 
by Proposition A1. Putting f(x, s )= g(x, t -  s) in (B.12), we obtain 
II A(x, t)lll < Ill(x, s)ll °;° - v×[0, ] × 2t, which reduces to (10) by (B.4). 
Proof of Lemma I(E). We reproduce here the original ideas of Kruzhkov 
[6] as the most compact proof for self-containedness. Let 8~(x) ~ C2(R) be 
a positive mollifier. Define for 0 -< t _< t + h _< T, 
A(x, t) -- w,(x; t + h, A, ~p) -- w,(x; t, A, ~), 
g(x) ---f 8.(x')sin[~(x- x', t)] dx'. 
By [[ a[ -as ign(b) [=H a[ - [  b[ - (a  - b)sign(b)[-< 2[a  - b[ we have 
ffl[ A(X, t)] --A(X, t)g(x) l dx 
<- ffxfRdx%(x')II ~(x, t) l -~(x ,  t)sig~[A(x - x', t)]t 
<- 2 f /x  fRdx'%(x') l a(x, t) - a(x - x', t) l 
<- 4 fRdx'%(x' ) sup f ,tx f~' dy Owp( x - y; t, A tp )/Oy II 
t~[O,T]~F I~0 I 
<80 sup Ilwp(x;t,A,~P)llv=OC, 
t~[0, T] 
c = CONST(T, 11o112+% IIAIl~o, rl, 11~11~o,114,11 v), 
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where Lemma I(B) and 8o(x ) ~_ r (x /p) /p  are used. This implies 
fFI A(x, t) l dx <-- Oc + .f~(x, ,)g(x) dx . 
Further, (B.8) yields 
p(x , , )g (x )dx l= lgd , ' f£  ~[w.(x;,÷,',A,~) 
÷F,(;,t * r;.4)] 2 
×g'(x)  + ,,w,(~;t + r, .4, ,l,)g"(x) ) 
-<1 h I (c , /p  + ~c2/p2),  
c I = const × [[[w,(x; t, A, ~b) + F,(x, t; A)] 2 1[ ex[o,°;° rl, 
c 2 = const × vllwfix, t, A, 0.0 q') II/"× [o, rI- 
Thus Lemma I(A) gives 
£1 a(x, t) I dx <_ CONST(t,l l  ~ IL ~+°,ll.4 II ° [o, T],II ~ II ~,11 ~ II v) 
× [o + h/o + ~h/02], V0 • (0, 11. 
Taking 0 = h 1/3 and consulting (B.4), we have Lemma I(E). [] 
Proof of Lemma I(F). Takef (x ,  s) • C 2; I(R × [0, t l) that is periodic in 
x. Replace t in (B.8) with s, multiply it with f(x, s) and integrate on 
F × [0, t]. By the manipulation ow obvious, we erase the nonlinear term of 
w~ and obtain 
f/(x,,)w,(x; ,, A,q,)ax = f/(x,  o)~(x)ax - j ;×to, ,ax as/(~,,/ 
×F,(x, s; ` 4)OF,(x, s; A)/~lx, 
f,(x, s) + [va2/ax 2 + ½(w, + 2F,)a/Ox] f (x ,  s) = O. 
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Letting f(x, t) tend to sign[w,(x; t, A, Lk)], we obtain II f(x, o; o s)ll Fxto, el -< 1 
and (7) from (B.4). By partial integration of (1) we have 
e,(,) : e,(o) -,,f £ 
x[o, t] 
+A(t )  f /x  o (x )  uv(x; s, A,  ~ ) 
1 f£  dxdsA(s)o,(x)u2(x;s,A,~) 
2 x[o, t] 
f. FX [0, t] 
½A2(,) fflx,,2(x). 
This and (7) give a Gronwall's inequality 
0 <-- E,(t) <-- CONST(t,IIolI2)([IqJII2 + ]lAIl~O, tl) 2 
which proves (14). [] 
o t .-t-Ilolll lAIIto,¢lL E,,(s) ds, 
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